


























































































































































































































TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF LOCAL LAW TO AMEND THE ADMINISTRATIVE 

CODE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, IN RELATION TO THE REGULATION OF 

ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES. 

 

By: Claire Millman 

       President, Alliance For Smokefree Air 

       (516) 433 8278 

  

I am Claire Millman, President of the Alliance For Smokefree Air.  I made the initial appeal for, 

and subsequent strengthening of, all smoking bans in Suffolk, Nassau, New York City and New 

York State and have been actively involved in this prominent health issue for 40 years. 

  

New York City, commendably in the forefront of protecting public health, is a prime example of 

the fact that where stringent smoking bans have been enacted the emergence of nonsmoking as 

the norm in our environment has resulted in a marked decrease in the percentage of smokers and, 

logically, a marked decrease in smoking and second hand smoking related diseases.   

  

It is, therefore, with great alarm that we now see the rapidly growing use and popularity of e-

cigarettes, and we strongly urge that they be prohibited in public places and workplaces with the 

passage of this bill into law.   

  

The imminent alert, underscored by major newspaper coverage, such as Newsday’s Sept. 6 front 

page:  “MORE TEENS SMOKING E-CIGS, Numbers Doubled In A Year, CDC Says, And 

Many Move On To Smoking Tobacco”, with its Top Story:  “TEEN E-CIG ALERT: Twice as 

many young people trying them, CDC says, Experts worry they could start smoking resurgence”, 

and its subsequent editorial on Sept. 10, urging quick action to extend regulations of tobacco 

products to include e-cigs, must be heeded immediately. 

  

E-cigs emissions are putting detectable levels of several significant carcinogens and toxins into 

the air.  Elevated levels of acetic acid, acetone, isoprene, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde are 

chemicals that no one should have to breathe.  The British Medical Association and the World 

Health Organization warn of the dangers; Medical News Today cites a report from Greek 

researchers that e-cigarettes increased breathing difficulty in both smokers and nonsmokers.  

  

The enticement of the youth to the e-cigarettes, with flavors like cherry, strawberry and cookies 

and cream milk shake is nothing new to those of us who remember the tobacco documents 

revealed years ago: “It’s a well known fact that teen agers like sweet products.  Honey might be 

considered.”  (Brown and Williamson memo, 1972.)   CDC director, Dr. Thomas Friedan, states 

the fear that many teens starting with e-cigs may be “condemned to struggling with a lifelong 

addiction and conventional cigarettes”. 

  

The banning of e-cigarettes will, in addition to protecting the public, educate the public re the 

known hazards and clear up misconceptions, as exemplified by the quote in the New York Times 

article, Nov. 27, by a bartender in Brooklyn who was smoking an e-cigarette and stated: “I’m 

very much against smoking but with these there’s no smoke” ---- the article continues, “To 

emphasize her point, she smoked it next to a pregnant woman who said she was not bothered.” 



  

Please maintain New York City’s leadership action on behalf of the health and welfare of our 

people and quickly pass this bill into law. 

  

Thank you             

 



From: The West Family [mailto:bigorangefamily@gmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 1:21 PM 
Subject: please submit for record Today's Hearing on Health re:e-cig ban proposition 

 

I am disabled am unable to attend today's hearing. 

  

I had smoked for 20 years. I didn't even consider quitting until my husband purchased one. I quit 

within 12 weeks. I lost weight---am no longer having issues with diabetes. 

  

I still have my e-cig, but now I have liquid that has ZERO milligrams of nicotine in it. I 

challenge those who want to protect children under the age of voting of serving in the military to 

set an 18 yr  and older only age for e-cigs. 

  

Does my zero mg. e-cig harm people in the mall? No more than walking past the candle shops, 

and I see no one complaining about breathing that air. 

  

Children should no be allowed to use e-cigs. Nicotine can be dangerous to people who are not of 

legal age to decide what to do with their own body. (another issue..I know.) 

  

Why do I have my e-cig still today? Sometimes as an ex-smoker I crave as cigarette-but I have 

my choice now to use my e-cig.  

  

What will happen if you take away e-cigs from those of us who just use vapor to curb any 

cravings? Your decision will likely be responsible for the result. 

  

Once again, I do NOT think children to use these, because kids are often NOT responsible. If a 

person can vote or die for our country, then the decision about using e-cigs should remain theirs 

until there are years of research to show otherwise. 

  

Please add to the record, as I am disabled an unable to attend. This is the only way for me to 

submit for the record. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Holly West 

 



TO: Health Committee, New York City Council 

FROM: Miguel Martin, Logic Technology Development, LLC 

DATE: December 4, 2013 

Re: Written Testimony in Response to Proposed Regulation of Electronic Cigarettes   

Logic Technology Development, LLC markets and intends its products to be sold to adult 

smokers of legal smoking age and older. Our sales and marketing practices demonstrate 

this - not only in its current voluntary manner, but also in our support of regulations that 

would make these practices law. Logic believes electronic cigarettes may offer an additional 

alternative to traditional combustion based cigarettes. We encourage all elected officials and 

regulatory agencies to conduct the research necessary to understand the differences 

between these inherently different products. Logic supports regulation commensurate with 

harm and, as you will see from our submission, Logic voluntarily limits its marketing and 

sales activity to be consistent with our stated position of marketing and selling our products 

to adult smokers of legal smoking age. Logic supports age restrictions in a manner similar 

to cigarettes. 

  

The vast majority of our marketing efforts have been in retail locations, capable of age 

verification, and through radio advertising during time slots having a 21+ age audience of 

greater than 70%. This standard of 70% or greater age percentage is the industry standard 

for alcohol products. We are in the process of voluntarily adding the following language to 

our radio commercials: “Logic products contain nicotine, an addictive substance. Logic 

products are intended for sale to adult smokers of legal smoking age. “  

  

  

Logic has not aired any television commercials and would support a ban of the usage of 

television to market electronic cigarettes. As stated previously, we currently utilize radio, 

but we air our commercials on stations and during time periods where 70% of the audience 

is 21 years of age or older. This threshold was selected since it is the industry standard for 

alcohol products that are a 21+ age product.  

  

To enhance our ability to ensure that we are communicating with adult smokers of legal 

smoking age, Logic has made significant investments in age verification technology through 

hiring an industry leading age verification company, Aristotle. This company and its’ 

technology is currently used by many of the nation’s largest tobacco companies. 

  

Logic uses print almost exclusively to communicate to trade partners in industry magazines 

with an adult audience. We have ceased all broad print media applications such as general 

readership newspapers or magazines. 

  

Logic has taken significant steps to ensure that our trade partners and consumers 

understand that our products are intended for consumers 18+.  We have communicated 

consistently to our trade partners that our products are for sale to adult consumers 18+. As 

mentioned previously we are adding industry leading on-line verification tools to ensure that 

our products are sold to adult smokers of legal smoking age. Our company has consistently 

turned down marketing opportunities in mediums where it conflicted with our stated 

responsibility position.  

  



  

Logic currently manufactures only menthol as a product with characterizing flavors. Logic 

supports the ban of products that have characterizing flavors with the exception of Menthol, 

which is a historical cigarette flavor. The removal of menthol as an acceptable flavor for 

electronic cigarettes ensures that a limited percentage of adult cigarette smokers will try 

and potentially use electronic cigarettes.  

  

Logic intends its’ products to be sold on-line, as in retail stores, to adult smokers of legal 

smoking age. As previously mentioned Logic is implementing significant enhancements to 

it’s proprietary website. Logic has communicated to all business partners our policy. 

However, given the difficulty of policing these transactions and to be consistent with our 

stated intent of sales to adults of legal smoking age - Logic supports the ban of on-line 

sales. 

  

Logic has limited agreements with retailers to merchandise and sell our products. These 

retailers currently sell cigarettes and per our stated position, packaging and POS our 

products are to be sold to adult consumers of legal smoking age. Given the nature of the 

distribution network, we are not in a position to provide a complete list of all retailers that 

sell our product.  

  

Logic believes that as long as the product is non self-service or one that requires clerk 

assistance, they should be allowed to be on the counter. Forcing electronic cigarettes to be 

placed behind the counter ensures that cigarette and traditional tobacco companies uniquely 

benefit due to the fact that they have an almost monopolistic hold on those fixtures. Logic 

supports regulating non-self service for electronic cigarettes. 

  

  

As stated throughout this submission, Logic’s intent and practice is to sell and market our 

products to adult smokers. Logic has voluntarily restricted its lawful right to market its 

products in a variety of currently used industry practices and has made significant 

investments to improve its responsibility system. We have also detailed our support for the 

ban of many current sales and marketing practices. Logic supports the following 

regulations: the enactment of age restrictions for electronic cigarettes in a manner similar 

to cigarettes, the ban of on-line e-cigarette sales, the ban of the use of television in 

marketing electronic cigarettes, non-self service merchandising of electronic cigarettes and 

the ban on the use of characterizing flavors, other than menthol in electronic cigarettes. In 

closing, adult smokers clearly have demonstrated an interest in alternatives to traditional 

combustion based cigarettes.  We hope that you are also looking at how government funded 

research can be accelerated so that the US smoking population can make a more informed 

decision about the differences between traditional cigarettes and alternatives such as 

electronic cigarettes. Thank you for your consideration. 

  

 

 

Miguel Martin 

President, Logic Electronic Cigarettes 

 

 

 

 

 



 

New York Association of Convenience Stores 

130 Washington Avenue, Suite 300, Albany NY 12210 

TELEPHONE:   (800) 33-NYACS or (518) 432-1400    FAX:  (518) 432-7400 

 
 

Testimony of James S. Calvin, President 

New York Association of Convenience Stores 

Public Hearing on a Local Law Relating to Electronic Cigarettes 

Before the Committee on Health, New York City Council 

December 3, 2013, City Hall, New York NY 

 

 

The New York Association of Convenience Stores is a statewide organization representing 8,000 

neighborhood mini-marts, bodegas and convenience stores, the majority of which are licensed by 

the State of New York to sell legal tobacco products to adult customers. 

 

NYACS defends neither smokers nor smoking, and neither electronic cigarette use nor users. 

Our concern is the impact of this legislation on the continued ability of our members to 

responsibly sell e-cigarettes, a growing product category that contributes to the viability of our 

businesses. 

 

In our view, this legislation is driven purely by conjecture, would leap-frog the regulation of 

electronic cigarettes that the FDA is currently developing, would ignore the realities of how 

youths access tobacco-related products, and would inhibit retail commerce. We respectfully 

oppose its passage. 

 

Let the FDA regulate e-cigarettes. That’s what it’s there for. 

 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration previously announced that it intends to regulate e-

cigarettes in some manner, and is conducting the necessary research and following the necessary 

regulatory procedures. But rather than allowing the FDA to proceed in an orderly fashion, certain 

local governments seem prone to rushing to judgment about tobacco products and trade 

practices, arbitrarily enacting bans or restrictions that may or may not conform to what the FDA 

ultimately deems appropriate. 

 

The public health community spent years campaigning for landmark federal legislation 

authorizing the FDA to regulate tobacco. Ever since this crowning achievement was attained, 

New York localities have done nothing but try to elbow the FDA out of the way, as further 

evidenced by this proposed local law. We urge the Council to let the FDA do its job. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The New York City Council was a midwife to the birth of e-cigarettes. 

 

New York was among the first cities in the nation to forbid smoking in bars, restaurants, places 

of employment, and other public settings. It did so because many New Yorkers found second-

hand smoke annoying and because public health advocates insisted that inhaling second-hand 

smoke could kill people. 

 

Private industry responded by inventing a product smokers could use in such places without 

exposing others to second-hand smoke. Now the City Council is considering banning the use of 

that product? Is water vapor from an e-cigarette being used in a public park any more harmful 

than the steam rising from a manhole in a street beside the park? 

 

When did ‘visual similarity’ become a basis for legislative action? 

 

The sponsors lament that the use of e-cigarettes “is visually similar to the smoking of cigarettes” 

and “has already been observed in locations where smoking is prohibited, creating concern and 

confusion.” 

 

A police officer sitting in a coffee shop is “visually similar” to a public servant goofing off on 

the job, even though he or she is actually taking an authorized work break. Should the City ban 

cops from coffee shops so as to avoid “creating concern and confusion” on the part of onlookers? 

 

As for confusion: 

 

-  Isn’t it confusing that tobacco is so dangerous to kids that a store owner who sells it to a minor 

gets fined and/or loses their tobacco and lottery licenses, but it’s not dangerous enough to have a 

mechanism for taking cigarettes away from a teenager standing on the street across from the 

store smoking a cigarette he got from Mommy’s pocketbook? 

 

-  Isn’t it confusing that New York City law says stores can accept a college ID to verify the age 

of a tobacco purchaser, but New York State law says they cannot? And that the Council just 

passed a law setting the legal purchase age at 21 for some tobacco products but 18 for others, 

while making the ID cutoff age 25 for some tobacco products and 30 for others? 

 

Without a possession law, the expressed concerns about underage consumption ring 

hollow. 

 

For decades, you have warned the city’s youth that it is illegal for them to buy tobacco products, 

but you haven’t made it illegal for them to use tobacco products or e-cigarettes obtained through 

other means. 

 

Research by the Centers for Disease Control consistently shows that the majority of teenage 

smokers obtain their cigarettes not from stores, where the purchase age is enforced, but from 

older relatives and acquaintances. 

 

 

 



 

 

At what point will the City begin holding underage smokers themselves accountable for their 

actions? Why not make it a civil violation for minors to possess tobacco products and e-

cigarettes, and sentence violators to a smoking cessation class? 

 

This legislation will compound the loss of retail business caused by the two tobacco laws 

signed into law last month. 

 

Based on interaction with thousands of e-cigarette users, our retail members report that 

customers buy cigarettes as a step toward quitting regular cigarettes and/or because they want to 

be able to use them where cigarette smoking is prohibited. 

 

However, if they can no longer use e-cigarettes in parks, restaurants, or even their own private 

vehicle under this legislation, many will stop buying them and return to regular cigarettes. But 

because of the excessive taxation of regular cigarettes, and the wide available of cheaper 

contraband cigarettes out on the street, they won’t be buying them in our stores. All of which 

will defeat the City’s public health policy objectives, cost our stores legitimate sales, and reduce 

City and State sales tax revenue. 

 

This will compound the adverse effects of the 21 purchase age and other tobacco retailing 

restrictions recently enacted by the City Council, which are certain to chase more smokers away 

from our licensed stores and into the arms of bootleggers offering untaxed, unregulated 

cigarettes. 

 

This proposal was sprung upon the industry by the City Council. 

 

We received a phone call and email the day before Thanksgiving that this public hearing would 

be held in one week. The introduction had not even been assigned a number. We object to the 

short notice, and assert that a restriction of this magnitude requires more deliberate analysis and 

more input from the regulated community. 

 

Conclusion 
 

For the foregoing reasons, NYACS opposes passage of this proposed legislation.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

 

 

 

 
























































